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Association pour la protection du Lac Heney
Association for the protection of Lake Heney

Directors’ Meeting
7:00 pm, May 30, 2011

Hartman’s Grocery, 
Somerset Street, Ottawa

Minutes

Attendance
Present: Absent:

Chuck Gaudreau, Chair 
Gerry Holt 
Denis Levesque
Tom McKenna 
Gerry Webb
Allan Darling 
Erin Stratton
Colin McCorriston 

Allan O’Brien 
John Rayner 
(Foundation)
Kevin Bell 
Ray Moffatt
Michael Wolfson
Don Ford 

Shawn Aaron
Joan Traversy
Pierre Séguin

1. Approval of the Agenda
The Agenda was adopted on a motion by John Rayner, seconded by Gerry Webb. 

2. Minutes of previous meetings
Minutes of the meeting held on April 11th were approved as amended as on a motion by Colin
McCorriston, seconded by Ray Moffatt . 

3. Business Arising from previous meeting
 Report on foundation business: Kevin Bell reported that M. Debreuil said the lawyers 

are still working on the resolution for the management of settlement funds. Allan 
Darling reported there was a glitch with filing the Revenue Canada charitable report, 
but it was sorted out by the Auditor.

 Foundation board nominations: Are awaiting the decision of the Quebec government
lawyer and are expecting to report on the status at the next meeting. 

 Association Annual General Meeting is set for August 14th. Allan Darling would like 
to schedule the Foundation AGM at 10 am and the communication for this will be 
separate from the APLH AGM. 

 Newsletter for circulation in June: Content of the newsletter was briefly discussed, 
including Foundation Business, update on the State of the Lake and the lake history 
project. Chuck Gaudreau will edit and translate the newsletter and then send to Denis 
Levesque for mailing. 

4. Treasurer’s Report
Denis Levesque reported that there is $9,532.98 in the association account and one additional 
member for a total of 186 members. 
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5. Association Committees
a. State of the Lake (Comité Paritaire)
Kevin Bell did circulate the latest results to the directors via email. The TP is the same as last 
year. The spike in May was an anomaly, but has steadied. We are seeing variation between 14 
and 17 µg/L. Don Ford indicated that the graph circulated emphasizes the variation, which 
may be misleading.  Kevin motioned to ask Dr. Carignon for raw data and plot it differently. To 
keep it simple, we could take 1 data point in spring (+-3)and fall (+-3).

For current monitoring, Dr. Carignan was on the lake yesterday and will sample twice a month 
until the end of the year and adjust from there. He is also going to do a visual inspection of 
the saw mill. This will be the forth season of study. Using sediment cores, Dr. Francis Pick’s 
student is supposed to outline the history of the cyanobacteria in the lake. 

For future monitoring, Dr. Carignan has sent two draft proposals: one for basic monitoring
($40 K) and one for monitoring the tributaries ($60 K), which will likely undergo substantial 
changes. There was no mention of the iron in the sediment, which he will address in his annual 
report. Dr. Carignon is proposing to sample 7 sites, twice a month. Ministry of Environment 
contacts say that you need to do 15 samples/month, but that is not feasible.  

For the AGM, Chuck Gaudreau mentioned that he would like to report what we have done with 
the money we spent. Kevin Bell indicated that the Status of the lake for the June newsletter 
will be reiterated for the AGM. The bottom line is that the treatment worked, but we haven’t 
learned if the lake has reached an equilibrium yet. The next question will be where do we want 
the phosphorus levels to stabilize. Michael Wolfson pointed out that phosphorus levels will 
always fluctuate, as do flow levels etc.

Chuck Gaudreau noted that Lake Heney is very heavily monitored. For example, the MDDEP 
gave a presentation on kits for lake associations to monitor physical, chemical and biological 
parameters, but none of the other associations are doing that kind of monitoring. 

b. Communications

Lake History Project: Gerry Holt reported that it became clear to the Committee that they 
needed volunteers to provide information as the exercise would be too costly otherwise. They 
are starting to receive a few articles, but underestimated the amount of time that it takes. 
The Committee is meeting roughly once a month. They are aiming to have as many articles as 
possible by August, so they can work on it over the winter. The document will have 30 to 50 
sections and they will conduct approximately 40 interviews (50 contacts are listed in the 
proposal). They can use more help, so let the committee know if you are interested. In 
particular, they will need a semi-professional translator (English to French). 

They would like to devote an item of the newsletter to the lake history project.  So far they 
have spent a little over $600. Pierre Calvé will meet with researcher (Dr. Josianne Paul) and 
propose some specific priorities (e.g., Lafrénière family) for her to complete for the end of 
August.  
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c. Environment
No report. 

d. Social Committee

Colin McCorriston reported that if we go ahead with Friends of Pemichangan golf tournament 
on Friday August 5th, we will need to send out communication to our membership soon, which he 
will discuss with Gerry Holt.  Colin proposed a motion that the APLH participate in the 
tournament. He will discuss this Gerry Holt and respond to the Pemichangan organizers on the 
numbers of participants expected from our association. Colin will let the board know what he 
needs after he has communicated with Pemichangan organisers. 

Kevin Bell will organize the Directors golf day tournament and dinner for the Friday before 
the AGM. 

e. Municipal Affairs
Chuck Gaudreau reported on the status of the municipal tax appeals. The group of 4 property 
owners on the west side of the lake appealed and won. The other 2 property owners, in the 
south-east quadrant of the lake, are awaiting their notice of reassessment, which is expected 
in June.  The assessments that will be tabled for 2013 tax notices, will be based on data from 
July 2008 to July 2011.

Chuck mentioned there has been no update on the Interim Control Regulation, but the MRC are 
doing some plantings for shoreline rehabilitation. 

Kevin Bell added that while LSM has their own program, Gracefield residents have access to 
trees or a grant for hiring someone to provide recommendations on shoreline rehabilitation 
through a program called sEAUvegarde.

6. Other Business
 Ice fishing on Heney Lake: Tom McKenna indicated that we should send a letter soon as 

the municipalities publish the fishing guides now. 
 Free plantings for shoreline revitalization: Chuck Gaudreau indicated that plants are 

available on Saturday, June 4th at 17 Chemin Léveillée, between 9 and 4 pm. 
 June 9th Conference at Gatineau F&G Club on weed control: Chuck Gaudreau mentioned 

the upcoming 48 member french symposium, including the mayors and 2 seats reserved for 
our lake association.

 Mining on lake properties: Allan Darling reported that he read in the Globe and Mail 
recently that there is a bill before the Quebec National Assembly that seeks to limit the 
ability of companies to develop claims for mining, so this is an issue across the province. 
We should perhaps alert members at the AGM to the issue. 

7. Date of the next meeting
To be determined. 
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The meeting adjourned at 9:00 pm.

EKS
2011-05-30

Action Items:

 Gaudreau to draft the newsletter for review by the board and to be sent in early June. 
 Gaudreau to send letter re: ice fishing 
 Bell to organize the Directors’ golf tournament and dinner
 McCorriston to be in contact with Pemichangan golf tournament organizers and determine interest 

from APLH


